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Some Considerations in Connection with a 
Modern Course of' s t.U.dy . 
I. 
The forM~tion of' ~ Course of Study is a matter 
to be determined by experience, collective wisdom, ana a 
systematic application of' tried and teste~ theories. Time 
was when no expe:J:?,ience was deened essential; the wisdoM o:f 
more than one individual (he, being the master of' the school) 
was likeNi?e con~idered quite unnecessary; and as for put-
ting in to force only theories which had been tested, such 
a procedure would have been an unspeakable a.:ff'ront to the 
pre tent.ions of' the nas ters whose iron clad law and dom-
ineering spirit was f'ormerl~r the nos t conspicuous char.11.c-
teris tic of' the school. Whereas, a young person, one of 
mean or low cap11ci ty, a discharged enploye, a quack, or 
im~os&er whom the loc~licy from whjch he carri.e could no 
longer tolerate, or one who had failed w succeed in any 
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other calling WS\ con idered en t1rely qualified to pre-
scribe and direct. the curriculum i:n al os t BnY school; 
now .1 gh qual1f'icBt1ons, good character and a known 
ability are req 1s1te for even country school , wr1le a 
superin r.enden r. in to whose ands are comr:i tr.ea e re-
sponsibility of what shall be taught, must invariably be 
one of' high s Ulnd1ng, long experience 'l!ld mature ju g-
men t. Whereas, 1 t. was then considered adequa r.e th.at the 
educational affairs of' a cornr:lunity be swayed a..~d led by 
t.he irnpulcie and caprices of' a solitarw peda ogue; 1 is 
not enough now "11.at frequent meetings of' teachers' asso-
ciation , e uca.tional nagaz1nes and eminent lecwrers, are 
u 111zed in grP.at.prof'Ueion, nor r. .at superintendents and 
boards of specia.lis~s co ult freely every a a1la le re-
ciource before formulating such a Course of' s 
ink e 1rahle for the c 1ldren under rl'leir 
y aci e: 
uperv1 ion. 
An herea , f' ron e ng trouble b eor1ea in .ose 
1i. s ic ould no .t work out 1n pri;c nee, 1 t A r th.er 
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the cus r.or.i f'or pedagoeues w assume the ~oundness of' nheir 
theories at the s u:tr ~, and th.en see to it, by the use of' 
the rod if necessary, that the' did work out in practice; 
now the nost advanced communities Must experiMent with and 
demonstrate the success of an innovation for Months and 
yea:t's, bef'ore the most conservative regions will begin 
dab ling with its rudiments. This slow and steady evolu-
tion proceeds, but at a slower and steadier rate as the 
profession becomes nore settled; and year by year, the 
demands 121ade by it become More exacting. In the :face 
of these circumstances, haste oust be made slow!y, and the ~ 
task is RO arduous as to ~ring the most seasoned super-
intendent to realize that the Course of Study is a matter 
to be determined by experiment, collective wisdom, and a. 
sy tematic application of tried and tested theories. 
This is not a doctrine peculiar to education. 
Tax COJ11T!lissions composed o:f experts in nearl.Y eve:ry state 
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are st.udying the subject of' ta.JCes scientificall~', a..'t'ld from 
aar.a which t.hey have obtaine . from sources whose experi-
ences have a bearin~ upon their own circumstances. Rail-
road and rate commissions bear siMilar tes tinony to the 
efficacy of scientific adjudication by experts. The tariff 
commission agitation in Congress is a na tu.ral product of 
this movement, and we have r.his Modern principle to thank 
f'or the numerous cornni ttees of' super1n r.enden ts hose long 
experience and sway of this subject qualify r.her:i r.o nake 
subs tan ti al con r.ribu tions r.owards t.he progress that is 
being r:iade towards an ul tinatel~' sci en tif'ic Course of' 
Study f'or the coMMon scrools of our country. 
But the ineal is f''ir from reF.l.lizec. The perfect 
instrument is still in the making, and the best that have 
been evolved ~re still subject to criticism; and while 
many, undoubtedly most of' t.he crit1c1sns r:iade, will prove 
vain, nevertheless it is to be expected that out of the 
many Nill cor.ie a feR which are des tined to abide perrna-
-l'i-
nen tly, as h'lving stood the test, and :found or thy o:f con-
st j tuting en eleMent in the whole fabric. It is :for the 
purpose of being responsive to whatever there might be 
of' wei~t or value, and taking advantage of' that which is 
wholesome, that suggestions are welcomed by those upon 
whom the responsib i lity of this vast undertaking res ts. 
In view of' these facts, one sca:rcel~r need make an 
apology :for ap~earing as a critic, thou~ it would seem 
presumptuous to make an exhaustive, and at the same time 
a :f'ully constructive criticism of a thing which has truced 
the best minds in the :field of' education for two centuries, 
a."1.d still wei ms hea rily upon their shoulders. 
This pape.r does not aiM to be exhnustiire, nor 
final in the conclusions h i ch it has reached, but Merely v""" 
t o ~ake a ~m~ll contribution to the gre~t mass of like 
mate~1a1 Which already exists. For this ~urpose, three 
general headings are selected as best leading to its con-
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s idera t ion; a history of the development of the Course of 
Study in the United States; a f'ew criticisms of it in 
general; and a constructive discussion of the various 
studies as to hoN they may better be made to subserve the 
interest~ of the American people. 
II. 
History of the DevelonMent of the Course 
of' Study in t e United States. 
The Course of Study for our com~on schools has 
expanded to 1 ts present proportions from a beg:1.pning in the 
dark ages of mediaeval t.imes, that w!is next t.o nothing. 
The transition froM the Greek schools whose influence dom-
inated the intellectual world at that time, to the Chris-
tian epoch Which f'ollowed, was decidedly abrupt. It al-
most annihilated education altogether, and perhaps Nould 
have done so, had not the activity of the Turks in the 
fifteenth centul"'J, or some other agency, driven the Greek 
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scholars west.ard to reest~blish that 11tellectual1sM in 
Europe which Nestern Christiandom hqd long since relin-
quished. 
In early tir:ies a s r.rong an r.agonism developed on 
t.he part of' the Christi~ clergy tmvards Greek scholas-
ticism. T! e e seemed to them to be co~pletely shunned. 
Besides t.his, the great mass constituting the Christian 
body were Mostl~r from the lower classes, who had no nat-
ural sympathy f'or those ident1f'ied with the philosophical 
schools or Greece. For sometime, too, there was a 'Seneral 
f'eeling that the second comin:> of' Christ .vas at hand, and 
co14sequen tl:y, any tome spent in the nursu1 t of' kno.vled f!J3 
ould be w1;1s ted. In view of' all these ci rcUM ttt..'l"lces 1 t 
is not surpr.1 sing t at no need f'o ·r 9. curriculum of' even 
t he ~inple~t nature exi~ted, and consequentl~r, none did 
exist. And we shall find it so even up to our own day, 
'tha"t. it is only in response to a need strongly f'elt, an 
in the main, tardil~' reco ~ized by our boards of' education, 
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tha t the cu~riculUM so sh~pes itself as to conform to 
tines which it is intended to serve. 
The first need felt during the dark ages was one 
of a reli ,~ous nature, and the earliest Course of Study 
was religious. The greac M'1~9 o:f converts which cMe 
crowdin, into the church conf'ronted the bishops w1 r.h the 
nece~sity of' instructing t.hem in church doctrine, ceremo-
nials, and rules of' conduct, and in response to this need 
there arose the cathedral schools hlch trained the clergy 
f'or teaching the new proselytes. The monasteries took up 
t.he task which the cathedral schools had initiated, and 
in course of tine there came to be tau~t in these places, 
reading, :vri ting, singing, and ca.lcul~tion of t e days in 
the church calen .e.r, to boys and men who were being pre-
nared :for the prieRthood. For centuries :following this 
tirie, the monasteries "¥e:re the only 11laces where instruc-
tion of' any kind could be had, and, as nany of' those who 
entered were children, it must be seen chat these ere 
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es~entially elenenta.~r sc!i.ools in every sense of' the word. 
It was in this m1Ulller, and in the hands of this tnstitution, 
then, that the :first step in that l!ibor1ous evolution of' 
qn eleMentary Course of' Study whic has taken so lon~ to 
consu.rnate, «as taken. 
Their content, 1.owever, was me ~r, a."'ld remained 
eo U.."'1t11 Alcuin, of' York , was called by the great Charle-
r.Hmge of' France, there to erect his educational standard 
before the nation, an to inspire his people t o an eMUla-
tion of' those ide~Hs of le9.rnin ~ which he had established. 
Under this inf'luence the monasteries educated boys Hho were 
not destined f'or the priesthood, and those accoMplishmcnts 
h ch had hitherto een the special posse s1on of' the 
clergy, now hecane in an equal Me~sure, the nossession of' 
the laity. By th 1 ci t1Me the seven libe ftl. 11.rta, col"\si t-
ing of' gra.m.""lar, rhetoric, and dialectic; ar1t.hMet1c, geom-
etry, Music Jt.l"\d astronoMY, had becoMe def'1n1tely differen-
tiated f'rom each ot"".er, but since they were the t est of 
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educational ort.hodoxy among scholars, these ca..'11. iardly be 
considered as a part. of t~e elementa:ry curriculum. The 
content of t.he latter did not change. 'The Renaissance re-
volutionized hi~er learn1n~, but. it w~s not until the 
ei~teenth century that Rousseau inspired the peo~le of 
Fr'Ulce to reconstitute the e~ucational fabric in the in- v 
terests or t.he c:hlld. 
In the mea't1t1me America 11s being colonized. Emi-
grants from every quarter, !nbued ~1th Rous9eau's ideas, 
~ettled her shores, ru1d as a result, the elementar~ cur-
riculum has had a defini te and certain growth in this 
country Nhich fifteen centuries of European history railed 
to reveal to any appreciable extent hateve . In this 
country, as has been the case in Europe since, the times 
c ta.'l'lged f'rom generation to generation, and 1th 1 t the 
curriculum, as neN demands were made upon it, and older 
ones were relinquished. So long as the times dem r'led 
st~1ct cl~ q1cal interpretations and a ready made know-
11. 
ied.ge o:f the three R's, the Course Of Stuay rurn1she0 those 
thin~, but in these days of complex business relations 
where specialists and experts only can survive the fierce 
competion which these business conditions create, the old V' 
formalism of the three R's will not do. And so we find 
them superseded by scientific, industrial, and vocational 
studies, seasoned by knowledge and acquirements in such pro-
portions 11s the age of the ch.ild pernite. At least this ls 
an ideal, not yet attained in any coMr.lU!lity so complete!/ 
as it is hoped it will some day prevail generally. 
Prior to 1800 the Course of Study in the American 
colonies was 11Mited to re~ 1ng, wr1t1n~, '.llld arithMet1c, 
j f, indeed, the latter may be said to have h'l.d a foothold 
so early as t.hfit. Lei:;islation in the sevenr,eenth century 
made reading, writing religion, ·and c'lpi ta.1 laws oblige.-
tory among the Dutch, Swede, and New En P.and colonies, but 
during the ei~teenth century many modifications arose to 
ch'i?lge the customs in one COr:1I'!1U111ty or another, so that a 
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considerable vs:tTiety characterized the period prior to the 
Revolution. C11p1 tal laws and reli 'P.on c'U!le to be tau~t as 
one subject, until :free, non-sectaria.'11 instruction, in 11ub-
lic schools, caused them to disapnear altogether froM the 
Course of S tur'l~r in the ninet.een th century. 
The greatest handicap to the development of an 
elementa?"IJ curriculum in colonial tines Nas the absence 
o:r text books. There Mere publishing houses in England, 
but the cost of prod .ct1on, even there, made their intro-
duction into the schools for general use prohibi tonr. And 
the additional cost of iMPortation into the colon1es,under 
the disadvantages by which oceanic commerce was carried on 
in those d'\YB maoe their use in the schools on this side 
of the Atlantic quite out of the queC!t1on. Books has come 
into the colonies 11t an early date, and later they ~ere 
imported llS r~~idly as they could be obtained froM England 
but it was not until the printin~ pres~ was set up 1n this 
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country that they 11ere printed in such quantities as to 
inaugµrate that great demand f'or text book instruction 
which charact~rized the period following the Revolutionary 
war. 
But the people of' the colonial period were not 
without literature, T~or the intensely religious nature of 
the tines made the bible and the psalter as essential el-
ement in every household. These were everywhere suff'icient-
ly available to serve this purpose, and, in fact, constitut-
ed the only text book in both reading and religious in-
struction !'or a period of nearly 150 ye~rs. Books on man-
ners, poll tene~s, and general morals 11Jce,v1se ca.me in to 
use, but in general, all subject matter used in teaching 
children to read Has of a religious nature, such being con-
side'.t'ed the only pro'!)er kind of material t.o employ in teach-
ing the young. The e England Prir.ier, fi:rs t published 
about 1690, and enjoying a phenominal popularit~' during 
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the ei~teenth century, was r.he f1r~t book de~i~ed to 
serve as a. text book in the eleMents of re~ding. The re-
ligious spirit of the times do~1n~ted this Nork completely, 
but it served as a M00el ~or M'l..l'lY other pr1ne~s, which, ~s 
the eighteenth century advanced, bec~~e nore Fllld more secular 
in the nature of their subject matter. By the tine of the 
Revolution, all religious matt.er was eliminated from these 
books, and thus rea.dirn; became completely differentiated 
f'rom religeous instruction. 
Arithmetic had its rise in the middle states, here 
it appears to have had a good sta:t"t as early a~ the seven-
teenth century. The earliest reference to it is a contract 
in Pennsylvrui.1'1, naae :in 1683, whereby the instructor of a 
certain man's children was required to tefich them to 11 c11st. 
ccounts~'. Its developMent in the south, 'b t it 11as a.~ 
late as l"nO before it seem~ to have received any attention 
at all in New En~l'U\d. It ~s 1~"8 efore a struldard text 
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Book s;ppea!'ed, an t e reat nonul r ty w 1c the u ject 
has tta1 e durinst t e c 001 cu ricu W!l m~ e s id to 
have st rte :from t i t 1ne. 
Be o e t e e olution, n"' cpe 11. , 
were one tud •• el ter' Spellil , 00 
' 
ev n, eii 
te e e lit ~ hR.c he co Me co 1zed qu te 'l ep te 
tu , c t e con 1 r hl r!lOunt 0 1 P: Mfltte.r. , 
It a th ls ook, hOR T f' ch ur:::ht n 111n > om -
entl' to the ront, and made 1t 0 1rn.ort t p Of the 
Course of tu y. It s ter' ell1m; Book, too, 
hlch r VO Ut on1z t e t od of' teach1n"'' r COGnlZing 
t'or t.he 1 t t1 e th t t.he lute Qt t . c 
0 t 0 nt atter to con 1 e . Here e t 
n lie r1nc l Q ch OU e u p OMUlP-llte 
Pe~talozz1 ca. c e c 0 
e 
"o a e 0 ut e r gre-A O!!l ht t e on. 
e e lo nent 0 the ,. e t text ook in-
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dustry during the early part of t.he n1net.ee!lth century ,had 
its natural effect. upon t.he Course of Study. Books appear-
ed in sufficient. quantities t.o afford a suit.able select.ion, 
and it. ·n.as not long until t.he text. book method of instruc-
t. ion had become nidely predomina.'l"lt. in all sect. ions of the 
cotmtry. Dilworth's Speller, published in 17'73, contalned 
a few rules of syntax, the first premonition that English 
gri::unmar was about t.o t~e its place as a subject in the 
Course of Study; and the MUltiplication of tex't 1)ooks 
brought the opportunity to establish it independent of 
those other• suhjects 1th which it. had hitherto )een as-
soc1at.ed. · Geogr11phy and Un1t.ed St.at.es History followed a 
like CT.evelopnent, and soon took their pl11ces as equally 
iMportant along t.he side of those subjects Nhich had pre-
ceded them. 
The _ise and growth of 'the graded schools during 
the early Pllrt or the nineteent.h century had its influence 
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upon the curriculUI'l, for ' 1th only one or two grades in a 
single room, the teacher was able to devote more ttne to 
each subject and thus to enla.t"ge and exprm.d them according 
as e::lq)erience revealed their most valuable features. And 
not the least of such were those developnents which took 
place in the prinanr grades. There systems of runusement, 
conversation and observation lessons, and various activi-
ties suitable to young children, differentiated themselves 
froM the regular studies of the school, 'llld became just 
as much a part of the Course of Study as those subjects 
themselves. It 11as not until comparatively recently ,how-
ever, that the kindergarten, involving a syste!'1atic ar-
r001.gement of these iaee.s was established in this country. 
Mrs. Eliza.l.eth Peabody had v191ted Germa.ny in 186'7, 'llld 
while there had becoMe rrru.c~ interested in the Froebelian 
method of kindergarten instruction. She returne0 to 
America a convert ~d a Mission'L-r>J' to the cause. The 
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syst.em was coldly eceived at first and only a f'ew private 
kindergartens were started. The f'irst one was est~blished 
in Boston 1n 18'70, l)Ut St. Louis was the f'irst public school 
syst.em t.o experiMent nith it, and the success Hhich the city 
had ·,vi th it induced other cities t.o f'ollow her exP.mple. 
AP'long t.he lat.er things to develop was eleMentary 
science. Louis Agassiz was the pioneer in this f'ield. In 
1855 he invited the ~ublic school teachers of' Boston t.o 
at Lend the lectures in eoology which he Has giving to 'the 
student.a of' Harvard University. The 1nf'luence of' this 
great teacher's enthusiasm resulLed in the organizat.ion 
o'f' the "Teachers' School of' Sci.ence in New England", in 
1871, through Rhose agency specinens of' various kinds were 
sent directly to the public schools themselves. The con-
tagion of' 'this new novenent spread all over the count.ry, 
and Nature St.udy, as it is c~lled, becfiI"le one of' the 
recognized .constituent.a of' the CourQe of' St~dy. 
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1anual tr~ining 'llld domestic science were :favored 
by Pestalozzi and Proebel, but their nevelopMent in this 
country was quite late. So long as "chores" on the f'a.rm, 
'llld domestic service in the kitchen served as Manual train-
ing, there was no demand :for its systematic instruction in 
the schools, and it was not until children begAn to g~av­
itate toNards the cities and towns, Nhere but little op-
portunity f'or ~anua.l dexterity was a:f:forded theM, that a 
need :for it in the schools bec8.I!le apparent. An exhibition 
of' iron l'.U'ld wood work, done by punils under Prof'. icker, 
o:r the Illinois Industrial University, awakened the nati-
on~l conscience upon this subject, and manual tr~ining 
may be sa.1d to have ha its be~inni:ng in this country then. 
nrawin~ and l\rt eaucat ion have been popular since 
Benjamin Franklin's t1Me, and nrivate 1nst1tut1on~ :for qrt 
culture have exi te f'roM an e~rly date. Cleveland and 
BaltiMore M~de ~ttempts to introduce it into the schools 
in 1849, but Without success. In 1870, however, Boston 
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as forttmate enough to have connected Nith thei~ public 
schools, an R.ble .fl.rt director, Hr. Walter Smith, whose 
efforts soon de~on~trated the v~lue of nublic school draw-
ing in a remarkable exhibition at the Centenni~l Exhibition. 
Boston me.de draNing a required study 1n the p"J.blic schools, 
and it was not long before other cities Here doing the same. 
Music in the s~e nas May be sa.id to have had 
an ancient beginning, but only a nodern development. The 
earliest public ~chool music consisted of songs stmg in 
the district schools. "Singing sc ools" became prominent 
in the early part of the nineteenth century, but these 
served primarily as social gatherings f'or the oys and 
girls of a geighbor~ood, with its inevitable results,while 
the 1ns t ru.ct ion ecei ved there, was ent irel r second q_~r, 
and, indeed, Mediocre in quality. The pedagogical in-
portance of ~uRic as not recognized until past the Middle 
of the centu.t"Y. Other ifferentiat1ons from parent studies 
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have enlarged and expa.'1.ded the Course of' Study in late 
years. Literat.ure has arisen from Reading; Orthography 
f'rom Spelling; the rudinents of Algebra from Arithmetic; 
Language, CoMposition, i:md the first steps in L~tin fron 
En0 llsh Grammar; Civics f'ron History; A~iculture, N~tura.1 
History and Physiology fro~ Elementary Science, etc. 
Hygiene has q~rune fron Physiolo~, and other subdivisions 
also tend to appear fron tine to tine. 
The result of this process of niling the Course 
of' St.udy high with a quantit,, o subjects has been to lay 
a urden upon both child and teacher, as g.!'eat, if not 
greater t.han the reproach w. ich :formerly rested upon our 
public sc ool s:'lrste'"'l had been because of the meagerness of' 
the school curriculUI!l. The result has been a reverse pro-
cess t.hat tends to .reduce t.he subject matt:er to an amount 
vhich can be readily ass1n1111te by the child. Some studies 
have been combined, sue~ as the elements or Physical Geogra-
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phy a~d Astronomy (elenents) Hith Geogr~nhy; CorIPosit1on 
with the Language period; ~rawing with Manual Training,etc.: 
some have been discontinued or posponed to the hi:;h school 
as bett.er suited to children of that age, such as the more 
advanced parts of Physiology, Civics, Physical Geography 
and Astronor.iy, and all have been More or less condensed 
where1'Y the useless or r.iost difficult parts have een 
elinin~ted to Make rooM for othe- things which l!:!'e more 
vital to the life of the c~ild. Thus .Ar1thr.let1c has lost 
fully ft third of the materi~l it once em raced, suc~ as 
techn1.cal usages, obsolescent te!"I!ls, puzzel problems, 1U1d 
hard proces!=I s better sui'te,, to a.d,rance Mathem'ltics; 
Grammer no longer regards the dH':ficult constructions 001d 
confusin nomencla:ture once so cor.l1'1on in the grJlr"l_.,.,,.er "rades; 
while History is rapidly 1scarding dates, minu.te accounts 
of campa1.ens, and the details of colonia set.tlenents, 
migrations , and Indian wars. ~oreover, a systematization 
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is in progress whereby overlapping of subject matter is be-
ing prevented, alternation of subjects on diff'eren.t days 
is being made, and the completing of certain studies in 
one year, 1il1~ replacinss them by anothe the next. Multipli-
cation has .>iven us quantity, a.nn now or~anization 1 re-
ject.ing non-essent.ials, and Making gooa those 1oses by a. 
proper use of ~hat remains. 
This brings us prett.Y well up in J'T!Odern t:lnes . 
. '/hat remains can be nerely a forcasting of the fUture. But 
such a forec~st ma~,r be Moderately accurate, by ap!'lying 
the principle .vith .vhich we have beer.. f8I'1111ar from the 
first, namely, the Course of Study eventually, though per-
hap ome at tardily, confol'I!ls to the needs oft.he times 
which it is intended to ser e. The shortcomings of the 
{odern Course of Study May be' etter conside e in the 
next section hut it reria.1 s Merel r to be said here that 
t ese shortcomi:r10s · lire not nermanent d1saav~'1t'lge~, nor 
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needs nhich have not been recognize by educators for some 
t 1ne past; but r>roblens which are beine studied, and Nhich 
a:re certain to crystallize in tine into a conprehensive 
system, .vhich Nill be coMr>lete, and at the ~ane tlme el11stic, 
so that it May be ad~pted to the changes Hhich result Nith 
the passing of tine. 
III. 
General Cr1tic1sn of the Course of Study. 
A curious thing in regard to the developMent of 
the Course of Study is the fact that, though it moves 
apace with modern developnent, it does not nove fast enough 
but Hhat private agencies are obliged to suppl r the de-
ficiencies of the pu lie school curriculum when their need 
is first felt. In the middle of the nineteenth century 
business began to denand young nen whose education fitted 
them for a business life. The public school ma e no re-
sponse. Imriediatel~r there aroc:e innumerable private 
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echools whose object was to I!leet this aemand. The public 
schools still I!lB.de no response. These schools which had 
b een est~ 11Ahed grew rapidly, until they developed into 
t he many excellent business colleges hich we find through-
out the length and breadth of our land today. Stenography , 
telegraphy, banking; in short, ever1Jthing needed in the 
modern business man's education was taught in these ineti-
t ut i ons before a few inadequate courses were finally offer-
ed in a few Of the lar~est high schools a quarter Of a 
centul"'J later. CornMerci~l branches are still in the experi-
mental stage 1!• the secondary schools, and as for receiving 
any attention in the elementary schools, the barest ruai-
ments of bills and accounts have scarcely recei,red more 
thrm 'i. passing notice in connection 1th a:rith!!letic. As 
for the zbility of the business colleges which deT'end naln-
ly upon fees and t ult ion f'or the Ir ma.int enal1.ce, st ill to 
compete succe~ fUlly with the f'ree public schools, we have 
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only to consider the fact that in 1901 they enrolled 
110,031 students, in increase of 39.3% in ten years,while 
the high schools had but 84,412 in their corunercial depart-
ments in the same year. 
Since 1870, nusic in the public schools h~s expand-
ed rapidly, and MU.ch do the children of this gener~tion 
owe to the sponsors of this branch of' the curriculum f'or 
the benefit deriYed fron it in the care:fUl training of' the 
voice during that period of life when neglect would result 
in wrong habits and inf'erior tastes. But it is no small 
matter that instrumental :rrusic has been entirely neglected. 
Instead a great arr.iy of private teac!i.er supply this need 
among the children in the elenentary grades, scarcely any 
town however small being without one or more teachers a-
vailable for that purnose. As for its popularity conpared 
With vocal music among young children, the following facts 
obtained froM one of the graded schools of Minnesota ~u:r-
:fices to illustrate. 
Grade 
2 & 3 
4 & 5 
6 & 7 
8 
H. S. 
--Total 
("f 
;J 
No.pupils 
tMing pia.'t'\O 
lessons 
4 
5 
4 
10 
7 
30 
28.3% 
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No. pupils !To . pupils pre-
t'!iking vocal :ferring piano to 
lessons vocal lessons. 
1 20 out o:f 28 
4 22 " " 2'7 
3 17 " " 19 
1 D " " 13 
1 18 " " 19 
10 86 lo6 
9.5;t 81.1% 
From this it is clear that the public schools 
are losing an opnort.unity to serve the cornnrunity, especiall~r 
among those :f'l!!1111es :for whoM music lessons :for their ch11-
dren are no sM~ll financial consideration. 
It is also a notorious :fact that the proficiency 
of' school children 1n practical n9.tte-rs outsir'le o:f qchool 
is hopelessly in:fe-rior. So :fB.r a.s its intellectua.1 train-
ing and mind drill is concerned, its practices are quite 
w1 ely acceptable, but no man thinks o:f sending his child 
to the public school to learn even the barest rudiments 
o:f a trade, or to receive practice in any pursuit which 
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will fit him to earn a living. So exceedingly "sinple" is 
the proverbial school child concerning matters of the Most 
ordinary utility, that such an appellation has come to be 
one or derision o~ the part or unthinking persons who can 
not see the d~N?l of a better day. Educators have been a-
wake to this state or R.ffairs, and have sought to remedy 
it by introducing industrial and vocational studies to such 
an extent as is feasible in the elementary grades besi .es 
adapting the regular studies to suppl~' that lmowled~e which 
the outside world imposes as a test of practical efficiency 
but they have come far :from solving the problem as yet. 
From among thirty nine high school pupils in the s'Ulle school 
before mentioned, sor:ie More or less inte.!'estin~ nateriB.l. 
has been gathered hich throws a little light upon Hhat 
the grades ha e failed to do for them: 
a) A list of ve~' cor:iMon words were R.sked theI!l 
with the result that the following nUMbers 
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and percents o:f them we.re unable to tell what the objects 
we"!'e: 
Pork 9 23;1. pivot 35 90{, 
instep 18 46 optic nerve 30 '78 
sulphur 19 49 'bronze 19 49 
molecule 3!5 90 stern (o:f ship)20 51 
pistil 23 59 weasel 9 23 
anvil 14 36 l'!lUtt on 16 41 
thorax 34 87 veal 19 49 
About all o:f ther.i seerried to know that pork ,Mutton 
and veal were meat of some kind, out seerried at ~ loss to 
tell what kind of an animal supplied them. A few chemistry 
and bot a..w pupils r.iade such words as sulphur, 'bronze, mole-
cule and pistil intelligible. A few perverted ideas ma e 
their appearance, such as an instep being ~"fractured root" 
sulphu.r being a kind of lelid", and a weasel "a ra.t that 
destroys chickens". 
b) I:n the same man...'1.er they were all asked to 
describe the following: 
Thrush 23 
meadow lark 21 
golden rod 
wild rose 
21 
19 
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dahlia 31 79;% honey suckle 34 871 I 
boxelder 32 82 king :fisher 30 78 
'R1llow 16 41 trout 30 78 
ptne 25 64 
The majority knew t.hat. a thrush was a bird, a 
pine was a tree, a trout was a fish, etc. , but the above 
proportion o:f persons could not tell how a thrush or meadoH 
lark differed :from a robin or sparrow, or the wild rose 
:from I\ cultivated variety. And one insisted t.hat a thrush 
w'ls "a kind o:f frog with four legs", w:111e another with 
equal gravity said t.hat a thrush is "an an1I:!lal with a round 
ha.t'd shell, which served as a protection for its head". 
Undoubtedly a turtle is what. the latter child had in mind. 
c) The follmving percents of ignorance :found in 
the Boston public schools, reproduced :froI:!l Kirkpatrick 
are none the less remarkable for t.heir being taken from 
among younger children. 
Robin 
Pig 
Chicken 
G0.5;% 
47.5 
33.5 
Ankles 
Elbows 
Dew 
"' 
65. 5;? 
2!5.0% 
78 
El:r.i. tree 
Wrist 
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91.5% 
70.5 
Woods 
Hill 
53.5% 
28 
None the less can be thought of the children whose 
knowledge of conunon things is so linited but the blame must 
rest upon the public school of which they are ~product. 
No child is necessarily stupid siI!IplY because he does not 
know. He learns onl3r those things which have fallen Ni thin 
his experience, and if the four walls of the school roo:r.i. 
preclude such things froM his vision, it is the school and 
not the child that is responsible. It is certain that 
children brought up outside the school room are corJPelled 
to acquire their concepts along other lines and invariablr 
those are the more cor.inon things of life. It can not be 
surprising then, but only natural that boys and girls who 
are uneducated have a better knoNledge of practical things 
than school child en. Dut it is to be wondered why the e 
things may not be taught in addition to what the school 
already gives. It is not to be desired that the "scholas-
·-------------------------------------
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t icisn" of the "I Choo ls be siriply replaced by nere concent s 
of conmen things, but it would be a valuable thing to the 
child, if the Course o Study could be made to stiMUlate 
the child's powers of observation for hinself. 
To bring this about would ~ean a re-constituting 
of the Course of Study ~d such a consideration is no snall 
matter. That ouch obsolete and usele~s natter is still 
ret 'lined can not be denied, and, itr room for t.he new act 1 v-
i t.Y is to be made, those relics of the p~9t must be the 
first to go. It is no insi~ificent thing that language 
lessons no longer require sMall children to Jive accounts 
of authors IU'ld their Rorks, to reproduce lessons fron the 
catechisn, or to describe the town meeting. It is equally 
significant that rules of expression, figures of speech, 
and principles of rhetoric no longer appear 1n the elerien-
t 8l"Y text book. The dif'f'iculty has been squarely met in 
the field of language work, and while much still remains 
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tO be done, a long step has been Made to"ards turnishing 
the children with Material that opens their eyes to what 
there is about them. Their interests has been appealed to 
and the every dey things that have hitherto remained an un-
known Norld stream 1n upon them like a flood of light once 
the door of investigation is opened to them. 
We have now to consider a third defect which in 
a way is more serious than any of the others. If' the content 
of the public school curriculum does not supply the practi-
cal demands of the t1Mes, we Might expect that it would be 
a11 that is de!"!ired so far as intellectua a:ttain.l"'lents and 
"book learning" is concerned. The following que~tions ask-
ed the same children as before may :rurnish a little 0ata 
upon which to base our conclusions in the matter. 
a) They were asked who these nersons were and 
the numbers indicat.e as before those who did 
not know: 
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Caesar 27 69% Michael Angelo 32 82% 
Henry VIII 19 49 WilliBI!l Penn 12 31 
Noah Webster21 54 Jupiter 26 67 
Martin Luther 13 33 Abraham 30 78 
Peter 37 69 John Endicott 36 92 
Several answers revealed inper:fect ideas concern-
1ng t h ese persons. One person simply knew that Abr'lh~ Has 
Lincoln's :first name; a..~other, that Henry VIII was "present 
King o:f England", and another the "John Endicott was an in-
ventor 11 • One nerson thought that roa,., We ~ter Has Daniel's 
:father, while another thought that he was nerely his brother. 
A third person was under the iMpression that ·Toah Tebster 
was "President during the Civil V/r r". 
b) The :following were not able to tell •Vh'it these 
geometrical :figures were: 
Rect Jl!lgle 
Rhombus 
Parallelogr8.I!l 
Elipse 
11 
31 
14 
36 
28; 
'79 
36 
92 
CircUJ11:ference 
Right triangle 
EquianF.;Ular 
Hexagon 
2 
21 
26 
:=n 
5;t 
54 
67 
?9 
c) The following probleM was pro. osed: "I:f a 
man buys goods :for $43?0 and sells them for ~Rl60, what 
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was his gain percent?" The.!'e ·Rere three ner~ons (7f,) who 
obtained the correct result r1s;S). The~e are sone of the 
other answers ~1ven: 
.018% 
.0005f, 
l ,-" 
900 /0 
5 1/2% 
15 3/4% 
171 ~ 5;o 
. 15% 
82 1/2% 
14 y2f> 
7 .9r 
d) A si:Mple problem in division of decimals 
(40.6 by .000812) resulted in 12 (31_1) obtaining the 
correct result (B0,000). 
5 4/7f. 
? 6/5% 
These facts should be cause for serious reflection. 
Eight years at le1lst of schooling, and soJ'Tle about ready t o 
step out of high school into the world; an.a yet, not only 
lacking the pr~ctical thin~s of life but not even proficient 
in those t.hinge which are generally a cribea to t "le public 
school as within its special rovince to te~ch. The ques-
tions were not asked 1th reference to pr~ctical knowledge , 
but on the ot.her hand, as typical of that knowledge Nhich 
it seems to most people, scholastic educ~tion aims to teach; 
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a..'1.d it is humil111t1ng to :find that not only are the cla.ins 
which those who would sco:ff', well founded, but that it can 
not hold its o·l'tll in that :field which scof'fers concede as 
1 ts veey own. 
Why is it that the Course of' Study f'~ils in this 
~lso? A tourist who goes into the British Museum for the 
fi~st time is bewildered by the vastness and variety of 
what he finds. He wanders from rooM to room and froM gal-
lery to gallery until fatigue compels him to de 1st. He 
sees statues, friezes, and pictures, f'ragr.i.ents of old 
buildings and ruined tern les, books Bnd manuscripts, both 
1'1rge and small, both ancient and modern, briehtlY colored 
and strange of print; he sees relics of all ages, historic 
and prehistoric, hatchets, bo·"1s, and pipes; he sees mosaics 
decorations, old pri t~. ~d picture writing, Bnd inds the 
hlst.ories of Babylon, Egypt, and Jinevah nortrayec with 
system, and with skill before his vision, and he goes out 
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into the welcome sunshine again, wearied from his trip~ A 
year later he tries to tell a friend Nhat he saw in the 
Brittish Museum. He recalls a peculiar lookin~ base of a 
colu.nm which attr~cted him at the time perhaps because it 
was brown V'lhile the others near by were white; whether 
Greek or Assyrian in its origin he cannot tell. He also 
recalls an old book whose outspread pages showed a gold 
~a red initial letter, the ;vork of soMe Monk in t.he !'1iddle 
ages; who, when, or where he never knew. He recalls a 
peculiar bow or spear he~d, a helf th~t looked to hiM ~s 
it. it were about to fell, and parchment molded by dust,per-
haps a half a dozen things altogether; a vague pict.ure of 
two or three of the rooms, an i nage of their vastness, 
and that is all. And then he marvels at the richness of 
what he saw, and t.he meagerness of «hat he has carried 
aw~; a pitifUl rer.mant only remains to hin of that great 
mine of knowledge, iVhich, while he Nae there, was complete-
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lY at his feet, but which now has fled from him. 
I n the S8.J"l1e way young people finis flchool. They / 
greet the world with a smile, and knock at the door of one 
of its nrofessions. It demands of them what they know. 
They summon the facts of their knowledge to their assi~t­
ance and to their chagrin, only a few scraps of ~11 t~at 
vast maze of material which constlr,uted t.heir education, 
respond. The world la.uehs at them - a colrl heartless la.ugh, 
it ls - and passes ~hem on. Hither «.lnd thither they turn; 
ever:n'lhere it is the same. The meagerness of their know-
ledge glares :fiercely at them, and t iey well nigh despair 
bef ore they fin9.lly begin to learn in the school of life. 
They have, indeed, traversed a musewn of unnar~lleled rich-
ness, and w ile they saw everything and held domi ion over 
1t then, ti w s such t at the could not carry jt n1th them, 
an . t hey have let it slip froITI their rrr!lsp. Only a con-
fused shadow of its greatness emaiis. 
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~he law of association is one of the most valuable 
laws which psychology has formulated. By it, no concept 
attains in the mind unless attached by some neutral process 
to another already existing in the mind. Bare sensation° 
escape and are forgotten but woven into a texture of which 
they form- a part they become a permanent possession. The 
Bri ttish !•:useum presents a vast number of objects, indeed 
but separate and unrelated to the novice, which are looked 
at and forgotten save as a few here and there accidertally 
attract attention because of srme chance irregularity in 
size, shape. or uosition, or through scme chance piece of 
knowledge connected with theffi. All else has faded sway 
and is forgotten. ~he school curriculun. is the same. From 
beginning to end there is detail fter detail, following 
each other in rapid sucession; events, processes and facts, 
passing in 8nd out of the mind as the center of attention 
shifts froo day to day. ". hat was learned .-estcrda' is 
forgotten to-day, and what the rr.ind thought it had the 
preceding year, has escaped, and must be learned ov0r, 
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causing much waste of ti~e in repetition of that which 
might have been known had an adequate connecting link been 
provided at the time . The big things are made on a par 
with the lit~-1e things, each claiming the same amount of 
attention, and the tendency is thus increased for each of 
these disassociated units to be a closed door against all 
the rest. There is wanting systematization of material 
into a composite structure which will nresent a unified 
. 
whole to the mind, and enable it to grasp it and retain it 
forever. There are no epochs, fundamental principles, or 
standard works , around which cluster the detail as there t/' 
should be . There lacks a central theme which may be made 
the key to all the subsidiary units which relate to it , and 
which, when touched, caused them all to spring into their 
proper places in the mind's eye. There is no time in the 
short span of the school life to learn all the "important 
details" which clog the Course of Study. It is the essen-J 
tial t hings which serve as centers of interest , that are 
important, and which must receive the time corr.rnensurate 
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wi th their importance. That done, and the details fall in-
to place of themselves. Their connection with brain centers 
make memory and review work automatic, inasmuch as stimula-
tion of the central idea calls everything connected with it 
to mind. A certain educator has said that "the school 
curriculum is an encyclopedia instead of a unified system 
of thought.". A review of this "encyclopedia" without f ix-
ation by comparison is futile. ie look upon a heap of 
stones in a quarry . An odd or irregular one cetches our 
e~ e. but the mass as a whole remains a confused jumble in 
our mind. But when these stones are so placed one upon Lne 
other as to form the front of an imposing off ice building, 
we see every stone in the structure, not individually, but 
col lectively, and we carry eway with us a solid impression 
of a complete whole which these stones have f ormed. It is 
such an impression as this which the publ ic school pupil 
should carry with hiTh into the world. 
A fourth def ect in the Course of ,_ tudy may be 
s a id to be one which fails to recognize the nature of the 
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chi ld. When the wheat plant matures in the late summer, 
it needs the warmth of the sun to ripen it. But if the 
heat of the summer should fall upon the ~oung shoot in the 
first stage of its growth in the spring, it would wither . 
What serves the plant well when it is mature will not serve 
it at all in its first growth . It needs the warm moist 
winds of April then . Hard work is a godsend for the mus-
~les of a man, but it would deform a child and ruin his 
heal th for all time . ..e can not adm1 nister to a child what 
a man needs for his best development . '. ,e must wait until 
he is a man . 
How long it will be before pedagogy becoffies con-
versant with this law, it is hard to say. But it is cer-
tain that the child has a nature of his own which must be 
developed and outgrown before he can take unon himself the 
qualities OI manhood . '~ he care given this child nature 
should be as different from the manner in which a an would 
see to nis develo~ment, as the care given the wheet in its 
youth and maturity. The needs of the present child and not 
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the fu t ure man should be emphasized. in the Course of Study. 
An illustration of this defect in the public 
school s may be seen in the customs which prevail in teach-
ing reading . By experiffient it has been determined that the 
number of pauses which a person makes in reading a line , 
is very much a matter of habit, and moreover , the rapidity 
with which one reads is largely the readiness with which 
he returns from the end of one line to the first of the 
next . In the latter case it is obvious that a shorter line 
is an advantage over a long one, and Dr . Dearborn, of Col-
umbia, has estimated that the ideal length, the one afford-
ing greatest ease to the eye, is about one-third longer 
than t he width of a newspaper column. If this is ideal , it 
is certainly suitable for children to use in learning to 
read, and after they have beco~e proficient, they may move 
to longer lines, rr.ore the length of which is within our 
usual experience . But instead of this the lines of a 
primer extend clear across the page, the child is expected 
to learn from them, and then read what is easier to sense 
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later on. As a result of this, he forms a habit of stumbl-
ing as he tries, so vainly at first, to adjust his eye read-
ily in moving from one line to another, which in later 
years he may not overcome. s for the number of pauses 
which a reader forms a habit of making, it is an advantage 
to have the lines uniform in length. Our primers and first 
readers are more irregular than any other printing which we 
find. The following are the lengths in inches of the first 
twelve lines on one page, selected in each case as being an 
average one in the book: 
Line Jones Outdoor Stepping Al dine Baldwin Brooks Cyr 
Stones to 
Literature 
1 1.9 2.5 1.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.2 
2 1.9 4.1 2.6 3.8 3.5 2.9 3.2 
3 1.9 4.4 2.4 4.0 3.6 3.0 3.6 
4 2.2 4.0 2.6 4.0 4.3 3.0 3.5 
5 1.0 4.4 0.6 1.0 3.7 2.2 3.4 
6 2.1 4.4 2.6 4.0 3.6 1.8 4.0 
7 1.8 0.9 2.7 4.0 0.6 1.4 1.3 
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Line Jones Outdoor Stepping Al dine Baldwin Brooks Cyr 
Stones to 
Literature 
8 2.4 4.3 1.2 0.7 1.6 2.9 3.0 
9 2.6 3.3 2.6 4.0 1.6 1.4 3.9 
10 3.6 4.0 2.3 0.6 1.0 4.1 2.5 
11 3.6 2.6 1.6 3.2 3.5 2.4 4.0 
12 3.6 3.0 2.6 2.7 1.5 2.4 0.6 
If irregular lines are hardest to read, they 
should be taken up long after regular ones are mastered, but 
here they are to begin with, an adult's task, given to a 
child to master. 
It has been the practice to encun:ber the chile's 
young intellect with heavy rote work, such as spelling;dif-
ficult arithmetic, many times consisting of tricky and val-
ueless problems, etc., features well worth the while of a 
mature person to master it may be, but now known to be un-
suitable to the years of a child. _t;xperience ha~ shown 
that such things as these are far less essential t han was 
formerly supposed, being acquired unconsciously more to the 
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child's satisfaction than if taught directly. 
The mechanical rote and rigidity of requirements 
have developed in the average school child a shallovmess 
of thought that is appaling. This adjective is not used 
unknowingly, for not a few of our best thinkers and schol-
ars have ranked this fault of our people as mong the most 
imminent of our national perils. It is not too much to 
say in any case, that a shallow mind is a menace to society, 
and an obstruction to progrees. Our schools embrace the ~ 
citizens of the future; what do we find there? A place 
where the seriousness of life, or the consequences of wast-
ed time make any break upon the hearty and buoyant spirits 
of a gay and happy ycuth? Usually not. Parties, dresses, 
and base ball are their usual theme. Slang , slanders, 
coarse jokes and rude jests are the meat and drink of our 
best children. A prank or a piece of cheap smartness fills 
their souls with an ardent glow of admiration, while a boy 
or girl impressed with the burden of a truth to the point 
of becomming thoughtful, is rare. There are a few grinds 
• 
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and digs, but it is a curious fact that in an exan.ination 
covering general knowledge of all kinds in a certain grad-
ed school of Kinnesota , one of the two or three girls whose 
marks were always the highest in everything else, obtained 
the lowest percentage in the school; while a boy whose grad-
es for the year averaged lower than any one else's, but who 
in some things takes life somewhat seriousbly, obtained the 
highest percentage. Whether the faults of our Course of 
Study and the methods of our instruction are entirely to 
blame for this is problematical. But it is certain that 
with the children entrusted to our ca.re during almost the 
entire length of their formative period we are ILOre than 
half to blame. 
With these generalizations, let us tough upon the 
studies of the curriculum individually, a.nd attempt a few 
constructive re~arl<s relative to their faults and ideals. 
IV 
Reconstruction of a Course of Study. 
Arithmetic. 
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Ari thffie tic, though among the first studies to 
gain a foothold in the curriculm:, hBs been one of the last 
to be affected by the revolutionizing influence of modern 
tendencies. The great popularity of this study in the past 
has rested upon the fact that "arithmetic is hard" , and 
therefore conducive to deep thinking, and it is not until 
recently that educators have pointed out that arithmetic as 
taught, produces anything but deep thinking, and that its 
very difficulty is the evidence of wrong methods of teach-
ing. But little change has been made in the manner of teach-
ing it, for Pike ' s Arithmetic, published in 1778, had the 
work arranged in essentially the same order in which it is 
taught now. It used to be taught from the first day a child 
entered school, and the abstract conception of a number was 
forced upon a young mind, long before it was able to handle 
abstractions in any iorm. In late years number work in the 
primary grades has been reduced to a minim'llIL, but in the 
intermediate grades the children are still recuired to carry 
a burden far beyond the ability of their years. The 
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f o llowing problem , taken from a list of those used in the 
fifth grade, was given to a high school class of 34 pupils: 
"A school had 1039 pupils . If there 
had been one girl more , there would have 
been 2~ times as man~ girls as boys in 
the school . How many boys and girls were 
there in the school?" 
Six pupils (17 . 6%) could do the problem.This 
is only one of the kinds of problems which occur regularly 
in fifth grade work in many schools, illustrating the dif-
ficulties with which children at that age must contend . 
Arithmetic should not be begun to be taught be-
fore the third grade. The child is thus saved the burden 
of work too heavy for his years, and at the same time en-
ters upon it at the time when the plastic state of his brain 
enables him to learn most rapidly and readily. 
Fundamental processes should take a longer time 
for their com~letion than was formerly the practice. The 
multi pleat ion table, for exBlliple , has been and is now, often 
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finished in the third grade. Normal School Courses of Study 
are representative of the latest development along these 
lines, and accordingly, the courses of study of three of 
them* were examined to see where they placed the multipli-
cation table. All three placed it towards the end of the 
fourth year, or finished it in the fifth grade, thereby giv-
ing the child about two years start over what he forrr,erly 
had. All t he fundamental processes should be taught and 
dril led upon until they become perfectly mechanical and in-
voluntary. This hands over to the lower centers processes 
which would otherwise vex consciousness while trying to en-
gage in thinking. 
Children often bring bad habits in arithmetic with 
them into upper grades, either some longer method of com-
putation which has become so fastened upon them that they 
can not discard it; slovenliness; or carelessness in thought. 
It should be seen that correct habits get started before 
bad habits can get a foot hold. Speed, accuracy, and 
* Winona, Duluth, and River Falls. 
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independent work are all a matter of habit, and not accom-
plishments which may be acquired afeter the bad habit has 
once gotten started. 
The most conspicuous defect which children who 
enter high school as a rule show, is their remarkable ina-
bility to use thought and an intelligent application of the 
principles of arithmetic. It is the rule rather than the 
exception that a child will accept the answer to a problem 
as correct, no matter how absurd it might be, as co~pared 
with what the conditions of the problem would lead us to 
expect. It is the usual thing for them to be easily con-
fused over simple statements, processes and definitions 
which a very little common sense and clear thinking would 
enable him to easily master. 
This problem was proposed to the same 39 high 
school upils before mentioned~ 
3 
"Reduce 295 to the decimal part of 321!-." 
It would be evident to the child who took the 
3 
trouble to look at this problem that the 295 is pretty 
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9 
nearly as much as the 32t itself , not less than about 10 
perhaps. Yet the scope of answers on both sides of the 
decin:al point was most remarkable. Following are a few of 
them: 
. 0074 14.5 32.5 1.5 
There was only one answer out of the 39 that was 
reasonable. 
The following problem also was given to therr : 
3 
"\That percent of sst is 472 5 ?" 
Here in the same manner, one who would stop to 
3 
think would h""!low that the 4725 is much more than the sst, 
and consequently, correspondingly greater than 100%, yet 
such answers as 
st% 123.6% 
were the rule. Only one person obtained the correct result 
( 552%) . 
It seems unquestionable that such habits as these 
are the result of work that is too heavy for the children 
while they are in the earlier grades. \'!hen the work is 
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hard, the help of the teacher must be sought, and this en-
grafts a habit u~on the child which remains indefinitely. 
~ith the habit of depending upon the teacher formed, the 
habit of independence can gain no foothold. And so, absurd 
and ridiculous conclusions are accepted by them without any 
question, whatever, though a little reflection would reveal 
that such conclusions outrage all sense of rational judgment 
and sanity. The time to "head this off" is at the outset. 
Encourage independent work though the work is easy, rather 
than give them much help in work that is hard. One of the 
best ways to encourage independent work is to have the child 
approximate results before working the problem. Much of 
our work in practical life is mere approximation of results 
and snch training in school, therefore, will not come a.miss, 
and with the added advantage that in obtaining an exact 
result, more thought is given to the principle by which it 
is worked. 
An agitation directed against irrelevant and ob-
solete matter in arithmetic has res1~1 ted in rare tables of 
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measure , annual interest, true discount, calculating deci-
mals, etc ., being either omitted or poetponed to Senior 
a.ri thmetic or higher a.lgebra. This is well so far as it 
goes, but there is still much of this part of material that 
remains. ''Common fractions" is the roost noteworthy example. 
The "hot rolls" of Philadelphia., which were a day old, were 
not more of a misnomer than are the "common" fractions of 
our arithmetics. Decimals are more common by far. In fact, 
it is not more than the commonest of the "common" fractions 
<t, !, i etc.), which have any use at all. Great ponderous 
denominators find no place in our practical life, yet it is 
such that our children are fed upon for many, long, weary 
months before even their acquaintance with the decimal is 
made. And by that time they have formed habits of using 
the "common" fractions which they find it hard to give up 
when th~finally learn the corresponding decimal process . 
This handicap pursues them t •1 roughout the rest of their 
school life. 
While there are things in an arithmetic which 
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could better be omitted, it is equally true that there are 
some things whose elements are now reserved for algebra and 
geometry to explain, that could better be introduced into 
arithmetic. A few of such are: 
Simnle unknown quantities 
Negative numbers 
Kost of the geometrical definitions 
Simplest geometrical proofs 
Transposition 
Symbols 
Substitution of equals for equals 
In an eigth grade class of thirteen children who 
understood the meaning of the symbols and the processes ex-
pressed in the formulae: A= cf, and c = 2, pi r; none of 
them could understand the following solution after a most 
careful explanation: 
A 
c - 2 pi r 
r 
A ( 2 pi r )'2" 
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2 A _ 2 pi _!_ = pi 
2 
It was only after some delay that the process was 
finally made plain, Thereafter, no trouble was experienced 
in any similar circumstance. This will illustrate how read-
ily children will use symbols and substitue values when once 
their properties are made clear. 
Another feature of arithmetic that should be em-
phasized more than it is, is short division. Divisors which 
can be used in short division problems should not be sued 
in long division. Long division is for the purpose of doing 
what can not be done by short division, and should be used 
exclusively for that purpose. Children who do not yet know 
how to do long division very well, will want to do their 
examples by short division, and this of course postpones the 
long process in order to ge t it at all. On the other hand, 
if children are permitted to learn long division by practic-
ing with single digits as divisors, they will ever after 
wish to do simple problems by the long division process, 
Seventeen high school children were asked to divide 
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4,873,642 by 7 , and six of them di it by long division,35.5%. 
The tendency in the eigth grade was much greater than this. 
There are many num erical features of a practical 
life which are seldom or never touched upon in an arithmetic 
class, but which could be better taught there than anywhere 
else. Problems involving many of them are often worked,but 
a practical explanation of them is not only generally ne-
glected, but often the teacher is not able to give one. 
Examples of practical information that should be a part of 
\ 
arithnetic are func tions of banJ:s, insurance, principal in-
surance companies, insurance profits, rates, risks Gn various 
kinds of property, common requirements on the part of insur-
ance com~anies, mortgages, credit, debit, telegraphing and 
cabling money, cost of messages, how to write them, capital, 
. 
railroad, steamship and street car fares, including sleep-
ing, dining, and parlor car rates, first and second class 
and steerage passage, tolls taxes, concealed wealth, asses-
sor, boards of e cualization, tax coIIJreissions, freight rates, 
collections, attorneys' fees, judgment, bankruptcy, exemption, 
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sales, auctions, prices of commodities, market, supply and 
demand, gas and water rents, electricity, meters, how they 
are read, expenses at hotels, how to register and pay bills, 
the privileges one is entitled to and may expect at hotels, 
tipping, agitation against tipping, leasing, deeds, contracts 
in general, cementing, concrete, roofing, various kinds of 
roofs, fencing, cropping, sale of cloth, weighing of pro-
duce in the receptacle and subtracting its weight, cutting 
of cloth, boards, etc. so as to make as little waste as 
possible, laying of sewer, gas and water pipes, wiring a 
house for electricity, cost of heating, for various build-
ings as respects economy, ditferent kinds of heating,sell-
ing of glass, the township, range, sections as numbered in 
a township, township roads taken off from lands, usual 
Widths of roads, streets, and blocks, recent road legisla-
tion, state roads, on section lines, petitioning for road, 
more regular in western states, approximating the size of 
an acre by looking at it, usual sizes of farms in different 
localities, homesteads, filings, proofs, preemptions,claims, 
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desert claims. final proof. describe a surveyer's outfit, 
expeditions, equipment, land, railroad, coast, geological 
and marine survey's etc. 
The same high school pupils as before were asked 
what the United States postal rates were, and only one out 
of the 39 gave any reply w~ich would indicate that the child 
had any knowledge of first and second class rates. no one 
knew the local express rate to St Paul, and one boy only 
knew the minimum freight rate to Chicago. They were given 
date and told to write telegrams and to state the apnroxi-
mate cost. Following are a few of them: 
"I will arrive at ~our state to-morrow 
at four o'clock, and will leave at 6:30." 
"Arrive Tuesday, leave Tuesday." 409'. 
"I will be in Chicago on the 15" and will 
leave the same day for New York." 
"Will be in your city between trains to-d.ay. 
I~ake a sl;op of 15 minutes. Please be at 
Depot." 25¢' 
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" Arrive at New York. Will leave New York 
for Chicago at 2 o'clock." $2 .75. 
"IICr. Brown: I will arrive in your town at 
nine o'clock in the morning and will leave 
at ten o'clock." 40¢' a word. 
They were asked what to do in a hotel. About half 
had a fairly good idea of the custorrcS in an American hotel, 
most of the rest knew but little more than that it was a 
place to eat and sleep, while 1our persons did not ap~ear 
to know anything about a hotel, whatever . 
The prices of a few cozmr.odi ties were asked them 
with the following results, in part: 
10# 10 penny nails; all the way from 25~ 
to $8 . 
350# hog; all the way from ~18 to ~200. 
About six (farmer boys) had the exact price 
$19 . 50. 
Rope; Only one person knew that it was sol& 
by the pound. The majority said 5¢ a foot. 
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Draft horse; various prices, viz. 
$300 $1000 :;?500 $150 ::?2000 
$200 f1500 $250 $400 
One of the stores in the town post the prices of 
butter and eggs every day in a conspicuoue place, where the 
children see them in passing to and from school. Their 
answers to these commodities were: 
Butter: 26 crune within 5¢ of the price for 
that day. 
Eggs: all but one named the price for the 
day ( 13¢). 
These illustrations show the service which the 
school might be, in a properly conducted course, to the 
child of the community. 
Reading. 
The important thing in Beading is to stimulate 
the mental activities of the child towarde a healthy and 
vigorous growth, end every part of the v:ork should minister 
to this end. Repetion, of course, does not stimulate 
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mental activity but serves the valuable purpose of liberat-
ing consciousness from the duty of superintending every 
movement of the mind and body, and leaving it free to assim-
ilate unfamiliar stimuli to the growing needs of the body 
and mind. In so far as drill serves this end, it should be 
resorted to frequently, and freely, but it should never 
proceed so far that the child is at any time spared the 
trouble of any mental exertion. All through school, much 
thorough drill is necessary, but the work should be planned 
so that in the midst of this drill, there is- always an 
element of uncertainty in the mind of the child which can 
be overcome only by the child applying his reasoning powers 
to the matter in hand, And the results of such reasoning 
should remain in the mind of the child as to that thing. 
In these first days, the idea of the object and 
its symbol (word or sentence) shoul d be united in the mind 
of the child so that they become inseparably one. The word 
should call to mind the image, and the sensation of the image 
should simultaneously associate itself with the word.The 
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largest part of the teacher's work in the first year is to 
put as large a number of primary concepts into the possession 
of the child as possible, so that later they may be of ser-
vice in forming other concepts compounded with these. Edu-
cation is a continuous process, and the richer the child's 
endowment to begin with, the larger the poesibility of broad 
and extensive attainment later . 
Much attention should be given also in the first 
year to the development of the power to perceive the whole 
of a( short) sentence at a glance. Concepts which have be-
come an organic part of the child's mentality, are readily 
called into consciousness of the stimulus of any one of the 
elements compris inB the concept. e.nd in turn these several 
concepts should now be welded together so that the sight of 
any one of them will call to mind all the others. As a re-
sult of this (the law of association) it follows that per-
ception in readi:r:g "depends upon slight visual cues(Domin-
o.nt letters usually)"which attract the eye as it moves from 
right to left along the lines; stead of separate characters 
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displayed on the printed page. In fact it pays but little 
to the division of the language into words. The mind com-
pletes this perception of the language by "an apperceptive 
filling out of the words and phrases suggested by the visual 
and vocal cues". In this way, short words can be perceived 
as rapidly as single letters, and short sentences take but 
a very little more . time than single words. All cases of 
perceiving letter by letter, or word by word, are due to 
improper habits formed in learning to read," and should be 
Vigilently guarded against and carefully rendered impossible 
by all the ingenuity which the teacher can devise. This is 
a critical time in learning to read. 
"The perceiving unit is either the letters, the 
syllables, nor the words, but about ten letter spaces,while 
the reading unit is the sentence or complete thought express-
ed in the sentence." It is this latter which remains un-
changed, while the cues which bring this thought into mind, 
vary each time the sentence is re-read. Attention given to 
the mechanical devices (letters, syllables, punctuation,etc) 
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in themselves interfere with the acquisition of the thought; 
therefore "rapid reading is favorable for anprehension and 
retention." 
The most prominent aim in the first years work 
should be to make the thought and its symbol (word), one 
in the mind of the child. In the second year, more atten-
tion should be given to the drill and practice necessary to 
make rapid, accurate, perfect and involuntary, the bodily 
mechanism necessary for the getting of the thoueht from the 
symbols. The aim by the third year should be to combine 
these in proper proportion, so that the hibuation of move-
ments will continue, and the capacity for acquiring the 
thought will increase. This is a year for great caution. 
The teacher should not be deceived into believing that be-
cause the child can read his second reader well, he is ready 
to launch out into the sea of indescriminate reading from 
which he will safely emerge at the end of his school career, 
not that the floundering he must undergo in such an event 
is what he needs to properly train him to be a finished 
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reader. Endless pains and constant drill is necessary to 
start the child aright, but many teachers fail to realize 
that when the child reaches the third grade he is still de-
pendent, and needs the same careful drill and thoroughness 
of ureparation which characterize the work of the primary 
grades. The fundamentals can not be neglected at this point . 
To do so will mean that the child will not read so well in 
the third grade as he did in the second, and not so well in 
the fourth as he did in the third , and so on until he de-
velops in to the proverbial poor reader that so often clogs 
the work in the seventh and eighth grades . 
Reading as ordinaril~ taught does not practice the 
child in that kind of reading which he most needs, namely, 
silent reading. Almost entirely al l drill is for vocal 
purposes. This kind of reading the child uses nearly al-
together as he ascends in the grades, and such instruction 
that will enable him to read most rapidly is very generally 
l~cking . 
Reading should be so taught as to prepare children 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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in their years so that they may master the art of reading 
in the grammar grades . They need it as a tool to use in 
their other work. The pupil often naturally capable in 
history fails in the subject because of his inability to 
acquire the meaning from the printed page, and is therefore 
in the condition of a capable mechanic whose loss oi the use 
of his arms has prevented from acquiring the necessary skill 
in his calling, or an able statesman who never knew how to 
gain the confidence of his constituents. Attention should 
be given more towards seeing that the child knows how to 
use his elementary geography to advantage in getting his 
lesson, than to render the words of the reader to the sat-
isfaction of his teacher . Reading should be more than a 
rrere accomplishmeTit in itself . 
Language . 
When a wild flower is selected for cultivation , 
those characteristics which it ~ossessed in a wild state 
are not eliminated in the process of inproveffient, but are 
rather siezed upon as a starting point, and constitute 
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the material out of which the improvement is made. So it is 
with the child. When he enters school he is endowed with 
natural characteristics which are not pruned and cast out 
to make room for others contemplated to be more useful in 
developing a culture, but are taken as a starting point and 
used as the foundation of the child's future training. The 
more natural characteristics an uncultivated plant has, the 
stronger and rr.ore promising is it considered to be in the 
light of capacity for improvement; and likewise, the great-
er the variety of the natural gifts of the child, the more 
hopeful is the outlook for his future development . 
It is, theref ore, greatly to the advantage of the 
child to begin his school career with a rich variety of im-
pulses, experiences, ideas, conceptions, tastes and desires, 
for this serves as the raw material that is to be worked 
over and systematized as well as enriched by the refining 
and elevating influences of the school room. A child lack-
ing these, the teacher must put him in possession of them 
herself, before the process of enlightenment can begin,for 
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a f oundation of natural characteristics is essential to the 
building of a character. 
Not reading, or language, or music is what the 
child wants, but a development of his sense perception. It 
is these things which form the foundation of these things, 
and which must necessarily come first in the course of events. 
This is a contrast to the more common me1hod of making reg-
ular instruction so heavy a part of the child's first days 
in school. His concepts arc the source of his imagination, 
and accordingly, such should be the chief aim of the first 
year's work, while a facility in reading should be ruite 
secondary in its .importance. A limited imagination will 
handicap a pupil in every branch of intellectual activity 
as he proceeds, while a rich imagination will enable one to 
feel and tread in new fields, and ~ore quickly to aocomn:o-
date themselves to new exigencies. The imagination is the 
most valuable as well as the most active asset which the 
child has , and much pains must be taken to cultivate , en-
large and vivify it as much as possible. 
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Hardly less important is the practice a child should have 
in expressing his ideas. Imagination is important as a 
means, whereas adequate expression is the end to be gained, 
by using the material which imagination affords. As a rule, 
children love to tell about things, and this natural inclin-
ation on their part should be encouraged and used for all it 
is worth. 
Vlhile the first year's work is concerned chiefly 
with enriching the child's store of concepts, imagination, 
and primary facts of knowledge, and co-ordinating them in 
such a way that they will be available as material for 
carrying on his subsequent education, the second year's work 
faces the problem of training the child to express himself 
in adequate terms, and to develop the power to make his 
ideas clear in the Iorm OI language . Of course, attention 
is given to this in the firs t year's work, an~-too, ~ulti­
plication of concepts will continue through the secon~ year 
and every year to follow. The general plan does not differ 
materially in these two grades , bu . the emphasis is reversed. 
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The time has come, therefore, ii it has not already been 
anticipated in the latter part of the first grade, when the 
teacher must be fully awake to the importance of the child 
expressing himself adequately. The child always has more 
ideas than he has devices for expressing them: - in other 
words, the acquisition of ideas will keep ahead of his abil-
ity to state his ideas in words consequentyly, steady and 
systematic drill and practice in expression will be necesrary 
in order that the ideas which now come crowding into the 
child's mind will have sufficient outlets so that they may 
become fixed by use, rather than that they may ever die of 
inaction. 
Expression is the most necessary tool in the child's 
whole school career. The time to make it count for the most 
is at the outset, when he can get a good start. He will be 
able to go but just a little way in advance of his ability 
to express himself~ and it is therefore necessary, not only 
to give him a goou start, but to see that the momentum once 
acquired vrill be 1; ainta.ineCi. This is a t;.h1n,,; that can not 
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be emphasized too much. The higher is always grounded in 
the lower, and if it is not possible to put the ideas into 
l anguage form it will be impossible to constitute new ideas 
in the next step above. In other words, it is not poEsible 
to think more than one step in advance of one's ability to 
express oneself. Crude and inadequate expression means 
crude and inadequate thought in the next higher plane, still 
more crude and inadequate thought on the next higher, and. 
so on, until all power to think at all has become extinct 
through inability to express the thought. This means that 
one can rise no higher, but must remain indefinitely on this 
plane, unable to help it if others less capable in thought, 
perhaps , but more fortunate in ability to express themselves, 
surpass him; and powerless to prevent younger minds who are 
able to speak their thoughts, from rising above him. 
Expression is essential in making one's ability 
count for the most. His power might be great, and his talent 
in proportion, but without the ability to put into concrete 
form what is perhaps able to move multitudes, one may not 
I 
I 
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even impress the most credulous child. Influence is commun-
icated through expression. The secret of influence which 
some minds possess is the aptness of their powers of ex-
pression. In fact, it is not to be supposed that one can 
influence another if ability to communicate is dwarfed. Im-
agine a foreign tongue which is entirely unintelligible, 
trying to move the populace. Be it ever so powerful an 
intellect, the fact of its being unintelligible precludes 
nll the possibilities which do exist Among the ~eo~le who 
understand that tongue. If influence is proportional to the 
power to express, it certainly is to be sunnosed that this 
is one of the paramount educational ideals. 
The world can never know and will little re lize 
what they lost in persons being unable to express the~selves. 
Many noble sentiments, high ideals, beautiful thoughts, 
wonderful inspirations, and splended ambitions, have been 
stifled and hid from the world in a dark intellect, unable 
to get out and assert themselves, unable to be con:municated 
to other minds , and handed down to posterity, and there they 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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have died, a loss irreparable, and a treasure gone forever. 
Think also of the many things we have language to thank for. 
The beautiful words of Tennyson, :B!nerson and Lincoln. ',Ji th-
out such, the splended products of their intellects would 
never have reached us. 
An idea can never ,e made clear in our own minds 
until it is expressed. Just as an object can not be made 
clear to the eye until it is once seen. This making more 
definite the ideas which exist in the mind will reveal de-
fects and inconsistencies, as well as relations with other 
ideas . Power to transmit ideas from one mind to another 
through the medium of expression, bring different minds to-
gether, and their respective ideas become enriched through 
contact. The difference between expresion and non-expres-
sion is as the brightness of the day is to the blackness 
of night. The danger of losing ru idea through lack of 
words to pin it to, must be averted . 
One of the principal faults with early language 
work is the tendency on the part of children to relate 
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things as they think the teacher would like to have them 
related, instead of telling it straight from their own soul. 
Attempts to merely please the teacher are valueless in train-
ing the child in the use of language • What is essential is, 
t hat the child express his own thouB'hts, as being the things 
most interesting to him. Not the things which interest the 
teacher, but which interest the pupil. It is apt to be a 
tendency on the part of both the teacher and pupils to drift 
into this way of conducting the work, and care should be ex-
ercised that topics used in oral and written composition be 
full of interest to the pupil, and that it is the thought of 
the child rather than that of the teacher that is obtained. 
Another very serious fault is that children grow 
up to despise the ~ost sublime things of ~an's creation, be-
cause the child is subjected to endless mechanical drudgery 
without sufficient recreation in the beautiful and pleasant 
• 
things which are suitable to his own age. The child's mind 
is left empty, and the cheap things which drug the market , 
rush in to fill up the vacuum, and as the unused plow becomes 
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corrupted. If the child's mind is kept continually full of 
the profitable things which please him, the vicious things 
will not have a chance to attain. 
Literature can be used profitably in language work, 
and, in fact should be a fruitful source. But literature 
should not be used for literature's sake, any more than lan-
guage rorms of any kind should be used simply for their own 
sake . Literature is merely a language form, and is valueless 
unless it expresses a thought which may be made the child's 
own possession, and has nothing of beauty about it, unless 
the thought which is by it made beautiful, is conceived by 
the child in his mind. Literature may thus serve as a good 
conveyor of ideas, or serve as a good garment in serving a 
thought which already exists in the child's mind; but it is 
empty, uneless and meaningless, without the idea to convey, 
or the thought to clothe. Literature may be harmful, cer-
tainly nothing is gained by it, in compelling a child to 
stumble through an expression that is not suitable to his 
needs, and putting him through meaningless phrases, which 
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express thoughts which are never his own. 
History. 
The high s chool pupils of the school before men-
tioned were asked to tell who these prominent historical 
characters were: The numbers indicate those who sho ed by 
their answers , not the least knowledge of any kind, what-
ever of these persons . This included a fe histor pupils 
whose work , of course , made them f runiliar 1th so~e of •he 
Charlernange 34 87 J 
Ptolem 36 92 
.lexander the Gt . :J'1 95 
""rederic the Gt . 37 95 
Knute ~'els on 27 68 
Champ ~larke 32 82 
Pallieres 36 92 
ASq"t; 1th 36 9 .... 
Ho. er 31 80 
Peter the Gt . 35 90 
St :·ichael 38 97 
Pius X 30 77 
. 
, 
Nicholas III 
Gregory VII 
Laurier 
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35 
34 
36 
90% 
87 
There were several answers returned which showed 
a confusion of names, such as Peter the Great building St. 
Peters Cathedral; and Pius X being a bibJe character; and 
two or three who new that Homer was a writer, when or where 
though, seeming to be entirely unknown, which are not in-
cluded in the above. St !!ichael was included in this list 
for the reason that several Catholic children belonging to 
"St L:ichael's Church" were in the school, and this was ask-
ed to test the knowledge which they had of heir patron 
saint. The one girl who seemed to have any idea at all was 
a protestant (Presbyterian). 
These pupils were also asked to tell hat the 
following were, and the same principles as before operate 
in determining the percent of ignorance pertaining to them: 
Renaissance 
ass ere of St BarthalAinew 
35 
38 
90~ J 
97, 
0 
.. 
r 
0 0 
0 
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a foundation for American hinstory, so that with the modern-
izing of the methods of teaching it, we are tolerably succees-
ful in obtaining our end so far as American history is con-
cerned. But of the great facts of ancient and mediaeval 
history, and events of prime importance in the history of 
other nations, well within the comprehension of the children, 
lit t le or nothing is done until the ninth or tenth grade, 
and children thus come into high school totally ignorant of 
many facts of common knowledge. This means that ti~e must 
be taken in high school to teach these elementary things, 
or, if the pupil fails to elect history, he misses them al-
together, and goes into the world, ignorant of many necess ry 
facts of knowledge. The Course of Study should be revised 
so that the rudiments of Universal instead of American history 
are tai.ght; so that the n8J!les of Alexander the rre 0 t,v es r, 
St. Paul, Charlemange, ?eter the Great, ueen ~lizabeth,and 
Gregory VII are just as familiar to sixth and seventh grade 
children, as the names o= 1ashington, Jefferson and Lincoln 
are now. 
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Drawing. 
Drawing is a study whose scope and application 
needs greatly to be broadened. ~xamples of what it should 
cover are such as these: pencil work in all the grades, 
charcoal for older children, and blackboard and crayon for 
the youngest children, water colors, observation lessons 
and blackboard drawings by the teacher, paperfolding, paper 
uutting and pasting, stick laying and table work , clay ruodel-
ing a study of artists' lives, rudiments of architecture , 
masterpieces of art and sculpture, etching weaving, wood-
cutting , leather work, bookbinding, metal work , mechanical 
drawing , perspective, etc . There is no reason why children 
should not know the first principles of all these things . It 
is as much within their power to know the principal artists, 
their chief works, nationality , period, character of mater-
pieces, etc . , the various schools of art and styles of 
architecture, as any other department of knowledge. ~rawing 
(including manual training) is capable of far greater broad-
ening in scope than it has yet obtained. 
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Not only this, but children may just as well be 
made artists as not, if taught while young. Out of several 
drawings made by high school pupils, of a cat, a box, a 
tree, and a bridge, there was just one which w. w+11 ·=~ was 
a real drawing. The others were rediculous charactures 
which any six or eight year old child could have done just 
as well. 
Kusic. 
The restrictions upon the scope of public school 
music have already been referred to. Besides vocal music, 
it would not be amiss to introduce free instruction in piano, 
vio~ in, horn, etc., and to train musicians in orchestra, 
band, opera and choral music. Besides training along strict 
mucical lines, voice culture involving musical principles 
ought to be adapted to talking and reading aloud; towards 
cultivating a musical and pleasing tone of voice in ordinary 
conversation, towards elocation, oratory and lung training, 
in which the musc\les con~rolling the vo1ce should be devel-
oped. 
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Ge ography . 
A list of cities from all over the world w e given 
to high school pupils to locate , resulted in a general aver-
age of nearl 90~· This was a good showing , despite the 
fact that in a few s catterin inst nces , ~urJ.:e·· was found 
to contain such diverse places s ~offie and Cape town, while 
Spain was said to be the home o Gl asgow. Also hat the 
siege of Tranada was "a siege of the Brit ish by the Boers 
at Gibralter . " Geogra}!h as no found is gener 11 well 
taught , but tollows a regularit of order and a regidity 
of plan tha ..... has a curious e_fect upon the ·. o ledge of 
pupils concerning local geograph • hese pupils ere sk-
ed to locat e four of the tomship adjoinin5 he one in 
hich the school w s loc ted, ithou indic ing, ho e r , 
wha the names of the o ship~ had re erence o . There re 
19 of •hern ho did no recognize an one o them h n e 
of an d o ing to~s ip; ho reco ized one ; 4 ho r cog-
nized hree; and 7 ho reoo nized 11 o ~ d loc d hem 
making an a er e of 4 • T ey re 1 o loo 
I -84-as many railroad stations in the county as they could, with 
the f ollowing result: 
No. Stations No. Persons No. Stations No.Persons 
named. Naming. named. !l!!lming. 
0 1 8 4 
l 0 9 3 
2 l 10 1 
3 8 11 1 
4 2 12 1 
5 5 13 1 
6 5 14 0 
7 5 15 0 
Among the "railroad stations" in the county men-
tioned were l .. innes.pol is, St Paul, and \linona, all a consid-
erable distance away. The average of this was 48,i. 
The prin·cipal rail road connections at two near 
by cities, each about tweleve miles away, were known at one 
of the places by 20, and at both of them by only 7 pupils. 
Of the six counties which touch the county in 
,-
• 
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which the school is located, 
10 children could not name any of them 
4 " " name one county. 
12 " " " two counties. 
7 11 " " three " 
6 IT " 
I! four IT 
0 " " " five " 
0 " " " six " 
While there seems to be a good general knowledge 
of geography, knowledge 01· local geography is exceedingly 
meager . The ~ractice has long been, and is still general, 
to begin with the New ~ngland states when studying the 
United States. Those studied, ~ew York and the middle 
states are taken up next, and so on. In the course of 
time the locality of the school is reached, but so various 
and novel have been the exp~:riences in new climes, that the 
prosaic kno~ledee or the home state and county are very un-
interesting in comparison. Consequently there is not much 
interest in them, but a desire to pass them as quickly as 
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pos i le, into oth r field 1no e ascin tions are propor-
tional to the distance ro1 ho e . Local geogr phy shquld 
certainly come first . 
Local geograph should li e.1 e bes died more 
in de ail than other places , as being the r gion the child 
is expected to need ost o ledge bou • A it i , le et 
time of all is spent u~on the irr.mediate ·icinit o the 
school. 7hat the child kno bou nei lbori g hills , 
streams , and place of int r t , 1 0 1 h he le rns 
ou side of school , ana. s ch p of he re ion too 
f e.r a for a child to re ch , or o he r much bout , he 
rem ins in i nornnoe of un 11 euoh 1 e h 1 bl 0 
re d he count paper for hin: el , e.nd learn ro 
ex rs.neoue 0 chool r • ho re re 1 oh la.r n 1 hig 
chool s ked 0 hi ch in heir o 1 ion 
place 1 hin 1 ile O.i. 0 0 he r 
not t ·o 6. h e pl i a.irec :1 :n 
on the part of he e cher co oi 0 
be ut end int re aot 0 l 1 0 ion 
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that many people in the locality remain ignorant of for 
years. At least, it guards against the embarrassment which 
an American girl in Berlin felt through being obliged to 
confess to a German gentleman that she did not know the 
name of a single kind of tree in the United States. 
After town and county geography, the scopy should 
be widened to the state, the adjacent states, the United 
States, North America, the world, and finally geography of 
the universe (astronoTh~). Facts of physical and coII111.ercial 
geography naturally fall under this subject, and should be 
enlarged upon as the scope of the subject increases. These 
questions which geography aiffis to teach at the present day 
were asked of the high school pupils who gave the answers 
preceding: with the customary numbers and percents of whose 
who did not know: 
What causes the eclipse of the sun? 
34 
'What causes the change of seasons? 
29 74%. 
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Questions involving much technical science, as 
these do, should be bereft of what is beyond the depth of 
young minds to master. That done, and their general cause 
can be readily retained. 
There are many facts of valuable information 
which should be learned in a grsmmer grade geography course 
but which young people show an astounding ignorance of at 
the present time, as the following experiments with these 
same high school pupils show. They were s.sked to tell 
what part of the engine these parts were. The numbers and 
percents not knowing as before: 
Piston 33 85%. Fire box 25 64~ I 
Cylinder 34 87 Steam chest 31 79 
Safety va1ve 34 87 Steam cock 35 90 
Oil cup 19 49 Gauger 33 85 
The most remarkable answer to any of these 
questions was that the fire box contained the water. 
Similar questions concerning automobiles were 
asked, and a few showed a good knowledge in general.U on 
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asking where they got their knowledge the following sources 
were given: 
By observation 10 
By asking questions 4 
From catalogues 3 
It is needless to say that "school" was not given 
as one source of this knowledge. 
They wer6 asked to tell how the religious denom-
ination to which they belonged had its beginning in this 
country. This may be more or less of a historical question 
nevertheless it is not an inappropriate one in geography 
as fixing in the mind the location of where it m±ght be. 
Out of 39 the following were able to tell: 
Catholic 4 
~ethodist 1 
The pupils were also asked to locate a number of 
well known colleges and universities in the United States 
with this result; 
I: innesota 32 or 82fo did not know 
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Harvard 28 or _72% did not know. 
Prine ton 36 " 92~ 1' " " I 
Yale 36 " 92'% " " " 
Notre Dame 37 Tl 95% " " " 
Ham.line 37 " 95% " " " 
r..:ichigan 38 rr 97~~ " " " 
The locations of these colleges were not known 
by a single one: 
Gustavus Adolphos Wellsley 
Vassar Columbia 
Smith Bowdoin 
A number of Catholic children in the high school 
made the number of those who knew the location of Notre 
Dame s eem quite small. The child who thought that Yale 
was in England seems no less rew-i.rkable. 
The most conspicuour ignorance on the part of 
high school pupils was in connection with our most prom-
inent railroads. A question asked the pupils to state the 
terminals of the me.in lines of these railroads, out any 
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information which they gave showing any knowledge at all 
was accept ed. The greatest a.mount of knowledge shown was 
about the Northwestern (running through the town), and the 
C. ~ . & St P. Four pupils each seemed to realize that 
Chicago was the sour~e of these railroads. The Union Pac-
ific , Southern Pacific and the Candadian Pacific found three 
persons each who new where they ran. No one had apparently 
ever heard of the Soo , Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Ohio , 
Illinois Central, Or Northern Pacific , although as for the 
latter , one of the pupils some weeks before had inquired 
at the ?rincipal's office what the "Great n ~ rthern Pacific" 
was . One pupil said th~t the Great ilorthern ran between 
St Paul and 1~:inneapolis , while the farthest west that this 
road was carried by any one was to Bismarck. 
These illustrations suffice to show whet a field 
yet untouched remains in the field of geogrnphy. 
Writing. 
A pedagogical iniquity of the first magnitude 
has long been practiced in de anding of young children a 
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perfection in muscular movement , far in advance of their 
ability to be perfect. When a child first begins to use 
his muscles, his move~ents are very general and unspecial-
ized. If he could point this way or that with his hand, so 
little under control would be the action of the forefinger 
that instead ' of it alone pointing the way, all of his fin-
gers must extend out to-gether in the direction desired.If 
lie should execute a flourish in writing, so unskilful is 
he , that not only is no flourish distingtAishable from the 
awkward swing across the paper, but ink bottle, pen and 
paper are apt to be carried with the flourish to an untime-
ly fate. The principal movement in any act is thus greatly 
obscured at first by a multiplicity of irrelevant ones which 
accompnny it, until as the child grows older, practice grad-
ually eliminates these inaccu~acies, and the suuerfluous 
movements are replaced by movements that count in the exe-
cution of the act. This is the distinguishing feature be-
tween the expert and the novice. The expert ~akes every 
movement count, while the novice encumbers his movements 
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wi th useless motions which impair his efficiency just that 
much. It is only as the novice decreases these useless 
movements that he becones ~ore and rrore expert. 
The old idea looked uuon this inexpertness of the 
child as a curse, to be crushed out as [Oon as the child 
could possibly be forced to acquire the shadow of perfec-
tion. The new idea looks upon it as a blessing to be cher-
ished and prolonged through the period of natural growth. 
In fact, child nature is such that to hasten the nuscles 
in their development, is to produce at maturity a stilted 
and unnatural type of perfection, far inferior to the well 
rounded perfection attained through growth and natural de-
velopment. ~he child is incapable, before his muscles are 
sufficiently co-ordinated, of doing what is often reouired 
of him, and to impose u~on him the demands of exactit~de 
and precision, which only years of practice should ever 
auproximate, before even the most rudi~entary notions of 
his me~bers have become involuntary, can not help but bring 
grief to th t individual whose organic nature is to begin 
I 
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at rock bottom and build slowly and surely upwards. 
The weight of the old idea has wrought disaster 
to nothing ih such serious proportions as to the teaching 
of writing in the public schools. The country has permitt-
ed conscientious but unskilled teachers to put pens into 
+he chubby hands of small children, and before they could 
scarcely hold them in their fingers, place copy book types 
of perfection before them, with the expectation of obtain-
ing like results from the hands of the children, at least 
as s oon as it could be done. This has been 1undamentally 
wrong . The children must be given time to grow. He has 
the time , for it will be six or eight years at least before 
he passes into the business world. Before that time it is 
immaterial as to whether he is a perfect writer, and since 
it is such a vieious practice, it is entirely wrong to en-
courage it. It is no matter if his a's and e's are crook-
ed. He has plenty of time in which to straighten them.The 
principal thing is to see that he starts right, and travels 
the right road after he has started. 
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The fundamental idea in the teaching of writing 
is the full arm movement. This should never be neglected. 
The idea is to teach it to the child before he has any 
time to learn incorrect finger movement. The only reason 
that it is so difficult to replace finger movement by arm 
moven:"nt is that they have learned the former first and 
are loth to part with it. If they could learn the arm 
movement first, there will be but little difficulty in con-
firming it in them as a habit by continuous practice as they 
advance from grade to grade. This necessitates beginning 
very early to practice the arm movement, and not giving 
the finger movement a chance to get started. 
Copy books have no place in the school. Hone what-
ever, should be used by the pupil. Jree movellient is what 
is deEired instead of a slavish imitation of a stilted copy. 
And when the child has learned the movement, he will have 
developed a shape of his own, which will be just as satis-
factory in shape and regularity as the printed copy in a 
copy book, and besides having an individuality of his own 
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which can never be obTained by drawing the letters of a 
copy book. · For the child who would "write" just like his 
copy, in reality will do nothing but draw it, as an artist 
would outline his model. Correct and neatly written copies 
made by the teacher on the board are esEential, as a guide 
for the pupil, however, and not a copy. This guide wi11 
enable him to know whether he is making his letters correct-
ly, and if his proportions are accurate, bu~ will leave to 
the child the task of developing an individuality of his 
own. 
Speed and rythm go hand in hand, as the next most 
important element in penffianship, to muscular movement.The 
copy book method of imitating very carefully, encourages 
slow and painstaking movement, just the reverse of what is 
desired in writing. Rythm should always accompany uscular 
moveoent, first by means of counting on the part of the 
teacher, so that later when counting is discontir-ued, the 
child will move his arms in terms of rythm involuntarily. 
P.ythms acquired, speed will follow, and in proportion as 
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the rythm becomes more and more involuntary. 
The exercises practiced in the writing lesson 
should first be made in a large hand, as that practice en-
able·s the child to use the free arm movement to greatest 
advantage at the time when their attention needs most to 
be called to that part of the work. \',hen the movement for 
particular letter or exercise is mastered , the size should 
then be gradually diminished until it reeches the normal 
size. 
The free arm Lovement should not be thought of as 
incapable of modification of any sort. Children begin with 
sirrply the free whole arm swing. But when they begin to 
use paper, modifications of the free movement present them-
selves. Writing on paper calls fo finer movements than 
sirr:ply the full arm can make, and at this stage therefore, 
we find elbow or forearm ~ovemsnts made simultaneously with 
the full arm moveoent, :;hen the fern: ana. ::he pe of the letters 
become general, a finger movement, simultaneous with these 
two should gradually develop, as being necessary to execute 
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· the finer and more delicate tracery of the writing. But, 
this comes last, anQ after the other movements are learned. 
Elementary Science . 
Just as history should be designed to give child-
ren an elementary knowledge of general history, so should 
ele~entary science be designed for the purpose of teaching 
the rudiments of natural science oi all kines. At the 
present time, little or no attention is given to natural 
science in the grades, and children generally enter high 
school without the slightest knowledge of any kind of 
science, and pupils who do not elect physics or botany 
.graduate from high school without knowing what an atom is, 
or the function of a flower. As a result of thjs, high 
school science courses are so elenentary as to be un.orthy 
of the capabilities of a high school pupil. The high school 
must therefore go back and do primary work, which leaves no 
time, when this is completed,for work that is truly secon-
dary in character, and the high school , therefore, misses 
its calling, through negligence on the part of the elemen-
tary schools. If a child were as ~ell grounded in the 
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rudi~. ents of science when he comes into higb school as he 
is in English and mathematics, his first year science work 
would be comparable in value to what we find algebra and 
high school literature to be to-day. As it is, high school 
science is more like what a~gebra would be if the freshrr.en 
had to stop anC.. learn the rudimentary principles of addition 
and connHon fractions, or what English would be if one had 
to learn the rules of capitals and punctuation. Ihe Course 
of Study should nake it pos2ible for all children to come 
into high school with well formed ideas as to the parts and 
functions of the body, causes of heat and cold, disease and 
decay, forn:ation of ice, steam, .rain , snow celestial and 
terrestial disturbances, etc. These will form a very val-
uable foundation for a higher pursuit of the sciences in 
high school than is now possible. 
Civics . 
This is a study the neglect of which in the grad-
es, is producing a· generation of citizens, destitute of 
civic principle, and ignorant of the ver~ rudi ents o that 
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which is more fundamental than anything else in the govern-
ment of a free people. Time was when the old fashioned de-
bating society served as a training school for citizens 1ip, 
but now that institution has passed away, not only with 
nothing better, but with nothing at a ll to take its place. 
With nothing in the school to develop the child's interest 
in politics, and. to tea.ch him respect for law and author·) ty, 
we find a people calloused to its iniquities, ana indiff-
erent alike to its rights and abuses. Children should be 
t:c1;iir.:.ed ir_ Citizenship and civic d.Ut~' ~, just as much 
as in any of the elementary studies, and with the public 
school a product of civic development, it is its plece if 
any one's, to inculcate this idea into the minds of the 
children of America. 
The great success which attends the Catholic 
Church in attaching its children permanently to the church 
is due to their policy of systematic education at an age 
when impressions made are longest retained. ~here is no 
r eason why this same plastic brain, which retains s o 
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farl tle ssly, the dcctrines of a church, mey not be made to 
minister to the state in the same way, and make permanent 
the ideas of good citizenship and ci vie duty. I ore over, 
the Catholic Church, by means of cere~onies, symbols, 
mechanical acts of worship, etc., impress the child when 
the symbol is everything and the reality immeterial, and 
thus mould his nervous system so that later worship and 
belief become alike reflexive. Ceremonies( such as salu-
ting the flag , singing patriotic songs at stated time, 
swearing allegiance, etc.) can be used in the same way to 
perpetuate loyalty among school children, for such ects 
would become as surely reflexive as religious acts. The 
state could then boast as the Church now does , that, given 
a child when he is seven years old, he \7ill ever remain a 
staunch and loyal citi7.en. 
Ar now tau0 ht, civics may cover a year's work in 
the eighth grade, consisting of abstract principles of 
constitutional law, and meaningless names of procedure in 
politics and government, whicn the child can not po~sibly 
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app'reciate , without training in reparation for it through-
out the lower grades. Civics would be to the p blic school, 
what religion is to the church school , and should there ore 
be es prominent and as thorough throughout the school career 
there as he would find religion to be in the parochial school. 
The child is naturally vain glorious, egotistic 
and conceited in his earlier years, and at the BBI!le time en-
dowed w·th a great overflo of energ for 1hich a legiti-
mate outlet should be provided. It ia u ual , ho ever, for 
school , church , and home , to neglect this fact , ith the 
result that children in their e rly teens become i d and 
untamed , given over to la leesnesa and "innocent ' ori 
hich is excused by th older people s hie 'b ing onl 
boy" , here s, in re lity, the re hemsel es to bl .. 
through their 1 ck of proper su ervi ion o er h child's 
aotivitie • ~he salv tion of ny a chil 11 in aom re-
s onsibil a 1 in non hi , hioh 1 br 
him to re liz io of he r spon ibili ie o 
desire to be protected ther in . He JLa then for h 
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he was a boy once him elf, and joins the throng of humanity 
that makes war upon the irresponsible boy of the next gen-
eration. ~he critical time in the boy's career is prior to 
the time when some such responsibility falls u on him, for 
it is then that the unrestrained license of his course ma 
lead him to develop habits th t either ruin, or seriously 
i pEir his capacity for citizenship. ' ny of them eo.ther 
this crisis safely, but far too m ny of them do not, end 
all are subject, more or lesF, to the dangers o such lic-
ense. 7he need of the time is suit ble direc ion or this 
energy during this crisis, and as trul s ind·s r, econom 
and politenesQ c n be taught o a growing child, this can 
be done. Some measure of res onsibilit , re ul ted o mee 
the age and circumstances of the child, 11 h su1 ta le pun-
ishments and rewards to inspire faithfulneee, nd con-
scientious regard for its success, should be de lo ed d 
maint ined throughou the child's c reer so s o e ch 
this self governm nt, and rescue him rom the d er t-
tending irrespnsibilit • Self-goverrutP.nt, under proper 
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supervision, is possible, for where it has been tried, such 
as New York and Chicago, .it has proved successful. It is 
possible to supersede the vigilent and nerve racking pro-
cess of Stlrveillance which teachers of all the grades are 
forced to undergo, by an automatic system of self-govern-
ment which the child from the first learns to enter into. 
Civics and governmental science will not then be ffieaning-
less phrases. 
Spelling. 
The freshmen of rorthwestern University in 1909 
were asked to spell 100 words in common use. Follo,ing are 
a few of the words with a few of the spellings vhich some 
of the students gave: 
Irregular: Earegular , iregeler, iregealor . 
Accessible: Excessable, assessable,axsesble. 
Apprentice: Aprentase , aprentis 
Co·nterfeit: Counterfit,counterfite,counter-(pheet. 
Chivalry: Shivalery, shivelry, chif lery. 
i:a.gaz ine: I agazeen, magazean ,magizene . 
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Plumage: Plumnage, plumeage , plumaeg. 
Anthracite: Anthreecit, anthrisight. 
Adage: Addage, addige . 
~; unicipal: ::_unisipple ' municiple . 
Glacier: Glassear , glashier. 
Intelligence: 2nteligance, Intelegence. 
This shows that something is wrong with spelling 
as taught in our public schools . 
There is no reason why spelling may not be made 
a science as well as other studies. Hri ing has recently 
te.ken up with business college methods of instruction, 
which bids fair to revolutionize penmanship in the public 
schools. Business ccllege methods in spelling are just as 
successful as penmanship, and they could with profit be 
introduced into the cornmon schools of Arr;erica. 
The most successful method so far tried is the 
"intensive method", now operative in the Cleveland Public 
Schools. By it a very few words constitute a lesson, and 
are used in every imaginable way, so that its form ma: 
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become thoroughly farriliar. These are dwelt uuon until ab-
solutely known by every child. Contests operate to keep 
up interest. So far as the intensive lessons are concern-
ed, it seems as if it could hardly help but bring about the 
desired result. As for contests, such a procedure anong 
young children, whose nervous systems are not yet strong 
enoLgh to stand the continued strain of a contest, the value 
would seem more doubtful. 
Physical Training. 
One last word respect ing a branch of the Course 
of Study which is still in its infancy, but the develo~­
ment of which will be one of the most important steps ever 
taken in educational history. This is physical education. 
Private and semi-public gymnasiums have sunplied this need 
where it has been felt, for some time past, but it is only 
recently that the interrelation of mind and body has been 
appreciated, and physical culture therefore recognized as 
most appropriately belonging there as a part of that process 
whi ch we call development of the mind. The schools, in 
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spi te of many shortcomings, have accomplished wonders in 
intellectual development, but have left the other side of 
the child's nature untouched. A one sided man is as much 
of a menace to society as an under developed one, and the 
school has therefore failed to corr.pletely fulfil that 
functj on v1hich we would have it perform, na.I!lely, rr.aking the 
best kind o± a citizen out of our youth. Those things which 
belong inseparably together, can not be torn assunder, and 
treated as conplete wholes in themselves. I:ind and body 
are too intricately connected that their successful devel-
opment should be accomplished apart from each other. 
There exists, of course,"athletics" in connection 
with nearly every school of any pretention. Athletics,how-
ever, as they exist in our present day high schools, are 
worse than useless. A few boJs, often barely enough to 
form a teem, a evote the ma.ior uortion of their time to 
athletics. The:tr "ca-pers" are not true athletics, but play, 
and their lessons are a very secondary consideration.Gym, 
nasiums are sometimes provided for them, and not infrequently 
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the most corr.modious q1 .arters of the school building are set 
aside, for their exclusive use. Expensive outfits are pur-
chased for them, and liberties are often accorded them which 
are forbid.den to other pupils whose physical prowess happen 
not to qualify them for these special privileges. Three 
quarters, and sometimes the entire play ground. is given 
over to them, and the small boy who may herpen to venture 
thereupon fares badly, often times at the hands of an indig-
nant professor. He Il'"1st resort to the street if he would 
play. In short, the sthletes "own'' the premises. All this 
for a few, strong, robust, healthy, young fellows, who do 
not need. it, but whose tendencies are such as ought to be 
checked, rathe1 than intensified by every device which the 
school can affo d for them, while the great mass of pupils, 
both old and young, and who are the ones who really need it 
must, are neglected entirely. They form the base prole-
tariat of the school, who must stoop and bow to an athletic 
aristocracy, every bit as intolerant and overbearing as the 
feudal lords of old, who held dominion over the lands of 
the oppressed. 
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Regular periods or intervals during the day 
should be provi~ed for physical instruction to every child, 
and fitted to every one's needs. \iell equipped gymnasiums 
·and a s~ecial supervisor should exist in connection with 
· every school. Play grouncls, epecially provided, and equip-
ment, with parks, tennis, base ball courts, sand piles,etc. 
should be provided for children of every age, and the play 
hours strictly supervised. Los Angelos, Buffalo and St 
Louis have recently entered upon such policies for the 
children in t he public schools, and its rapid extension is 
desirable. 
But there is another side of physical training 
in the public schools. A vigorous protest w s recently 
entered by the .u~erintendent of the Boys' Trainjng School 
at Red Wing, because of the serious cut made by the legis-
lature in the appropriations for the gymnasium for that in-
stitution. His chief complain was the fact that remo al 
of gymnasium facilities was a removal of the one ITeans 
whereby discipline could be uaintained among the boys. 
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Here is the foundation of the matter. Physical develop-
ment is the foundation for corresponding growths in the 
intellectual life, and proper development along these two 
lines, in t~rn, are essential to ade~uate moral develop-
ment . The two sided ns.ture thus becomes a three iold one, 
each depending uuon the other next lower for its existance 
and since the schools have assumed the responsibility of 
one of them (iLtellectual), it is not too much o ask then 
to assume the responsibility i or all three (spirit , mind, 
and body ), in view of the fact that they are all so in-
tilliately related. And especially should tr-is be so when 
we take into consideration the iTuportance of the physical 
in the child. The child reflects the characteristics of 
man which he had in the early stages of evolution, and 
since physical development came first in the history of 
the human race, and, therefore shows itself f irst in the 
life of the child, it constitutes t l e foundati cn for all 
subsequent achievements by the species, Its importance, 
there iore, can hardly be overlooked. 
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The following is tuggested es a plan of dis-
tribution of work through the eight years of the elemen-
tary grades . ~he numbers indicate the nuL1ber of recita-
tion periods a week. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
- -
Writir.g 5 
- -
Ari th!:,e tic 
- - 5 
History 
- - 0ccasiona.lly 2 1 
r . C' nistory U • 
- - 3 4 
t:.usic 5 
- ·-
Drawing 5 I 3 
'.Ji vies Incidentally 
~an . Training 
- - - f 2 
Domestic Sc. 
-
- - - J 2 
I'- I Reading - - -5 I -r, i terature io 5 
Spelling 5 
-
. 5 
Lang. & Gram. 10 5 
-
.rn. Science 5 
5 5 -5 Geography I - - ... 
